PERSONAL, SOCIAL &
EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT


Develop relationships with

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT


by holding a pencil and using

peers and adults through



a family portrait.

game in small groups and

independence in dressing and

Encourage children to

toileting.

begin to have favourites.

understanding
times using

One)

story time and singing time and

speaking and

sounds activities (Phase



activities (Phase One) and Singing

Fiction and non-

Phonics.

fiction books and



snack time.

labelling family members.

through discussion and

UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD

Me & My Family
Autumn Term 2

drawing a family portrait.



Develop an interest in the lives of people
within their family whilst drawing.

MATHEMATICS

language through favourite counting

Develop mark making skills through
drawing a family portrait and

own home and community

Develop use of number names and

Develop awareness of sounds
through letters and sounds

communicate freely about



Develop enjoyment of a range of
books, rhymes and songs through

and attention,

through story
Develop children’s



Develop listening

small group letters and


LITERACY

LANGUAGE

it with good control to draw

playing ‘Shopping’ memory



Develop fine motor control

COMMUNICATION &



Encourage children to use their own
experiences when playing with small world
models.

EXPRESSIVE ARTS AND DESIGN

songs.



Develop an awareness that shapes can

Develop awareness of shape and space

be used to represent objects through

through choosing the size and naming

drawing a family portrait.

the shapes they choose when making a
collage picture.



Encourage imaginative play using their
own experiences through role play area

HOME LEARNING


wider family and the things they enjoy.


Take your family on a fun day out.



Use shopping trips as a learning opportunity
for the children to become familiar with

and small world toys.

numbers, shapes, money, likes/dislikes.


Unit of Work: Approx. 2 weeks

Talk to your child about your immediate and

Encourage your child to be independent with
putting both arms in their coat.

